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I am a little fish but even I understand that Einstein was correct.

Brookfield and SNC Lavalin have to be stopped to stop the funding of Muslim Brotherhood. They bind to expensive nuclear

under the guise of climate action to put in debt the nations. They delay funding of local, simple renewable energy to take

power and money away from people.

They know oil and gas is failing and now we see ridiculous schemes planned to bring BC oil and Natural Gas to East Coast

via Panama Canal for shipment globally under the guise of hurting Russia's pipeline prospects.

“Our entire project is about geopolitical issues,” Sorensen said at the London event. “It’s about diversifying western

European gas away from Russia. And it’s why the German government is as supportive as they are.”

https://t.co/RBWoK9Yl4N

Money from TransMountain Pipeline, Enbridge Risk Management, Richard Bird's construction of Police stations all move

through Intratrust linked to Trump and Russia's Rosneft, Jared Kushner etc. https://t.co/dZO4WgouzR
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So money that goes to fighting Russia, profits Russia. The money to fight climate change funds the nuclear guys who are

the oil and natural gas guys. I see this. I wrote this letter to my MP long time ago.

These 44 guys have made 53 billion since Covid 19 in Canada. https://t.co/y5RgPXYq42

Bronfmans founded Brookfield. We have a Russian Jewish family who created a company supporting Doha and Qatar

Soverignty funds who are linked to the Muslim Brotherhood. ■ https://t.co/EMmR1X1HlJ

Among the areas of focus identified by US Congressional investigators is Brookfield’s decision to pay nearly a century of

rent in advance when it leased 666 Fifth Avenue in 2018, months before the Kushner mortgage fell due.

https://t.co/Zug7srcsLe

The Muslim Brotherhood aims to exploit instability to place itself at the heart of Algeria’s oil and gas industry and SNC

Lavalin's bribes and Eni's corruption were all part of it. https://t.co/N1knPbgF9x

Google SNC Lavalin Nuclear 2020. See all the contracts they are being given Internationally. This is to prevent local green

energy from liberating the people from their grip. Nuclear is the same oil, gas, engineering oligarchy. It is anti competitive

abuse of dominance.
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